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All extension cables are 
shipped ready to use with 
connectors at both ends. 
Two jacket types are now 
available: PVC or abrasion 
resistant urethane. 

Airborne Sensors 
Our Pirani sensor technology uses an extremely low mass filament (less than .08 mg). The resulting low inertia 
and reduced fatigue contribute to long life and high shock & vibration resistance. The enclosure is optimized for the 
vehicle. In some cases the sensor enclosure is fabricated by our customer and shipped to us for sensor installation 
and calibration. A no charge license and schematic for sensor power is available. 

Gauge Tube Selector Switch 
The gauge tube selector allows any VRC gauge to display the output of up to 5 gauge tubes just by turning the 
switch. Each gauge tube selector includes 3 or 5 gauge tube cables 10 ft. (3 m) long and one 12 inch (30 cm) cable 
to connect to your vacuum gauge. See below if longer cables are required. 
3 Position Switch for Pirani, Diaphragm, Convection Gauges, P/N: 902027 .............................................................. $504 
5 Position Switch for Pirani, Diaphragm, Convection Gauges, P/N: 902026 ............................................................. $681 
3 Position Switch for Wide Range Diaphragm Manometers, P/N: 902156 .................................................................. $574 

Quick Connect Couplings 
Reliable brass quick connect adapters give a leak tight seal without the use of tools. The quick connect 
seals on the unthreaded (.404 inch diameter) portion of our standard 1/8" NPT gauge tubes. For the permanent 
connection to your system select either 1/8" NPT or 15 mm diameter. 
Brass QC .404 X 1/8" NPT P/N: 912108 ........... $150. Brass QC .404 X 15mm P/N: 912109 ................................ $141 
For Stainless Steel Body (Brass Nut) Add "SS" sufffix to part number and to the price ................................... add $93 

Waterproof Vacuum Sensors 
Totally waterproof boot that fits all VRC gauge tubes. With this option, sensors can be installed in wet and high 
humidity areas. Even 100% RH with condensation occurring is acceptable because with this boot in place the only 
parts exposed to the moisture are the 300 series stainless steel stem and cup used on all VRC vacuum sensors 
and gauge tubes. 
Waterproof Boot for Gauge Tubes P/N: 902416 ......................................................................................................... $49 
Vinyl Cap for Gauge Tube Connector Pins P/N: 912124 ................................................................................................. $7 

LED Displays 
Many VRC instruments are built with backlighted liquid crystal displays (BLLCDs). However, in some places where 
vacuum gauges are used light level is low and a light emitting diode (LED) display may be a better choice. Green 
LED displays are available on all gauges and can be retrofitted to existing gauges. 
LED instead of LCD installed at time of original purchase 
3 1/2 place P/N: V801300: ............................................. $121. 4 1/2 place P/N: V801301 ......................................... $304 
LED Retrofit Kit in existing gauges 3 1/2 place ......... $152 4 1/2 place ................................................................. $334 

Bench Mount Cabinets 
Bench mount cabinets can accept one or two standard enclosure gauges, or one gauge and a gauge tube selector 
switch. When the optional handle is purchased, your instrument can be easily transported. Rubber feet are included 
on all cabinets to protect your bench tops. Handle can also be installed directly to the top of either 1/4 DIN or 
standard enclosures. 
Single Cabinet P/N: V805002 ............................. $154. Double Cabinet P/N: V805003 ........................................ $174 
Handle Installed on Cabinet or Instrument P/N: V805005 ............................................................................................. $28 

Gauge Tube Extension Cables 
Extension Cable for Wide Range Diaphragm Manometer Transducers 
Up to 75 Meter (250 ft.) max. with 2 connectors P/N: 902080 .................................................. $64. plus $3.00 per foot. 
Extension Cable for Pirani, Thermocouple, Convection, & Diaphragm Gauge Tubes 
Up to 150 Meter (500 ft.) max. with 2 connectors. 
Standard PVC jacket P/N: 912063 ............................................................................................... $39. plus $3.00 per foot. 
Abrasion resistant urethane jacket P/N: 912401 .......................................................................... $38. plus $7.00 per foot. 
Cable Only without Connectors In one piece or installed as extra length on new gauges. 
Standard PVC jacket P/N: V122195 .............................................................................................................. $3.00 per foot. 
Abrasion resistant urethane jacket P/N: V122178 ...................................................................................... $7.00 per foot. 
Connector Assemblies for Pirani, Thermocouple, Convection, and Diaphragm Gauges 
Socket, Boot and Strain Relief included on both Male and Female Connector Assemblies. 
Male PIN: V805008 ............................... $33. each Female PIN: V805009 ........................................................... $33. each 
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